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Abstract
We show that the total-variation mixing time of the lamplighter random walk on fractal graphs
exhibit sharp cutoff when the underlying graph is transient (namely of spectral dimension greater
than two). In contrast, we show that such cutoff can not occur for strongly recurrent underlying
graphs (i.e. of spectral dimension less than two).
1 Introduction
Markov chain mixing rate is an active subject of study in probability theory (see [21, 26] and the references
therein). Mixing is usually measured in terms of total variation distance, which for probability measures
µ, ν on a countable set H is
‖µ− ν‖TV := sup
A⊂H
|µ(A)− ν(A)| = 1
2
∑
x∈H
|µ(x)− ν(x)| =
∑
x∈H
[µ(x) − ν(x)]+ .
Specifically, the (ǫ-)total variation mixing time of a Markov chain Y = {Yt}t≥0 on the set of vertices of
a finite graph G = (V,E), having the invariant distribution π, is
Tmix(ǫ;G) := min
{
t ≥ 0
∣∣∣ max
x∈V (G)
‖Px(Yt = ·)− π‖TV ≤ ǫ
}
.
One of the interesting topics in the study of Markov chains is the cutoff phenomena, mainly for the total
variation mixing time (see e.g. [21, Chapter 18]). The study of cutoff phenomena for Markov chains was
initiated by Aldous, Diaconis and their collaborators early in 80s, and there has been extensive work in
the past several decades. Specifically, a sequence of Markov chains {Y (N)}N≥1 on the vertices of finite
graphs {G(N)}N≥1 has cutoff with threshold {aN}N≥1 iff
lim
N→∞
a−1N Tmix(ǫ;G
(N)) = 1, ∀ǫ ∈ (0, 1).
In the (switch-walk-switch) lamplighter Markov chains, each vertex of a locally connected, countable (or
finite) graph G = (V,E) is equipped with a lamp (from Z2 = {0, 1}), and a move consists of three steps:
(a). The walker turns on/off the lamp at the vertex where he/she is, uniformly at random.
(b). The walker either stays at the same vertex, or moves to a randomly chosen nearest neighbor vertex.
(c). The walker turns on/off the lamp at the vertex where he/she is, uniformly at random.
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Such a lamplighter chain on the graph G is precisely the random walk on the corresponding wreath
product G∗ = Z2 ≀ G (see Section 1.1 for the precise definitions), and the total variation mixing time
of a lamplighter chain is closely related to the expected cover time of the underlying graph G, denoted
hereafter by Tcov(G). The study of cutoff for lamplighter chains goes back to Ha¨ggstro¨m and Jonasson
[15] who showed that cutoff does not occur for the chain on one-dimensional tori, whereas for lamplighter
chains on complete graphs, it occurs at the threshold aN =
1
2Tcov(G
(N)). Peres and Revelle [25] further
explore the relation between the mixing time of lamplighter chain on G(N) and Tcov(G
(N)), showing that,
under suitable assumptions,(1
2
+ o(1)
)
Tcov(G
(N)) ≤ Tmix(Z2 ≀G(N); ǫ) ≤ (1 + o(1))Tcov(G(N)). (1.1)
The bounds of (1.1) cannot be improved in general, as the lower and the upper bounds are achieved for
complete graphs, and two-dimensional tori, respectively. The same bounds apply for any Markov chain
on X ≀ G(N), where in steps (a) and (c) the walker independently chooses the element from the finite
set X according to some fixed strictly positive law. Indeed, for such chains total variation mixing time
has mostly to do with the geometry of late points of G, namely those reached by the walker much later
than most points. In particular, the lhs of (1.1) represents the need to visit all but O(
√
♯V (G)) points
before mixing of the lamps can occur and the rhs reflects having the lamps at the invariant product
measure once all vertices have been visited. Miller and Peres [22] provide a large class of graphs for
which the lhs of (1.1) is sharp, with cutoff at 12Tcov(G
(N)). Among those are lazy simple random walkers
on d-dimensional tori, any d ≥ 3, for which [24] further examines the total-variation distance between the
law of late points and i.i.d. Bernoulli points (c.f. [24, Section 1] and the references therein). Finally, the
analysis of effective resistance on G(N) = Z2N × Z[h logN ] plays a key role in [11], where it is shown that
the threshold a(h)Tcov(G
(N)) for mixing time cutoff of lamplighter chain on such graphs, continuously
interpolates between a(0) = 1 and a(∞) = 12 .
Another topic of much current interest is the long time asymptotic behavior of random walks {Xt}
on (infinite) fractal graphs (see [1, 18, 19] and the references therein). Such random walks are typically
anomalous and sub-diffusive, so generically Ex[d(X0, Xt)] ≍ t1/dw and the walk-dimension dw exceeds
two for many fractal graphs, in contrast to the srw on Zd for which dw = 2 (the notation at ≍ bt is used
hereafter whenever c−1at ≤ bt ≤ cat for some c < ∞). A related important parameter is the volume
growth exponent df such that ♯B(x, r) ≍ rdf , where ♯B(x, r) counts the number of vertices whose graph
distance from x is at most r. The growth of the eigenvalues of the corresponding generator is then
measured by the spectral dimension ds := 2df/dw, with the Markov chain {Xt} strongly recurrent when
ds < 2 and transient when ds > 2 (while df = ds = d for the srw on Z
d).
We study here the cutoff for total variation mixing time of the lamplighter chain when G(N) are
increasing finite subsets of a fractal graph. While gaining important insights on the geometry of late
points for the corresponding walks, our main result (see Theorem 1.4), is the following dichotomy:
• When ds < 2 there is no cutoff for the corresponding lamplighter chain, whereas
• if ds > 2, such cutoff occurs at the threshold aN = 12Tcov(G(N)).
If the behavior of the lamplighter chain in the critical case ds = 2 is likewise universal, then it should be
having a mixing cutoff at aN = Tcov(G
(N)) (as in the two-dimensional tori example from [25]).
1.1 Framework and main results
Given a countable, locally finite and connected graph G = (V (G), E(G)), denote by d(·, ·) = dG(·, ·)
the graph distance (with d(x, y) the length of the shortest path between x and y), and by B(x, r) =
BG(x, r) := {y ∈ V (G) | d(x, y) ≤ r} the corresponding ball of radius r centered at x. A weighted graph
is a pair (G,µ) with µ : V (G)×V (G)→ [0,∞) a conductance, namely a function (x, y) 7→ µxy such that
µxy = µyx and µxy > 0 if and only if xy ∈ E(G). We use the notation V (x, r) := µ(B(x, r)) and more
generally µ(A) :=
∑
x∈A µx for A ⊂ V (G), where
µx :=
∑
y:xy∈E(G)
µxy, ∀x ∈ V . (1.2)
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The discrete time random walk X = {Xt}t≥0 associated with the weighted graph (G,µ) is the Markov
chain on V (G) having the transition probability
P (x, y) :=
µxy
µx
.
Let Pt(x, y) = Pt(x, y;G) := Px(Xt = y) denote the distribution of Xt with the corresponding heat kernel
pt(x, y) :=
Pt(x, y)
µy
∀t ∈ N ∪ {0}
and Dirichlet form
E(f, f) := 1
2
∑
x,y∈V (G)
(f(x) − f(y))2µxy = −〈f, (P − I)f〉µ, for f : V (G)→ R,
where 〈f, g〉µ :=
∑
x f(x)g(x)µ(x). The corresponding effective resistance Reff(·, ·) is given by
Reff(A,B)
−1 := inf{E(f, f) | f |A = 1, f |B = 0}, for A,B ⊂ V (G).
We also consider the lazy random walk X˜ = {X˜t}t≥0 on (G,µ), having the transition probability
P˜ (x, y) :=
{
1
2P (x, y), if x 6= y,
1
2 , if x = y.
The Dirichlet form and heat kernel of X˜ are then, respectively E˜(f, f) = 12E(f, f) and
p˜t(x, y) :=
P˜t(x, y)
µy
∀t ∈ N ∪ {0} .
We consider finite weighted graphs {(G(N), µ(N))}N≥1 with ♯V (G(N)) → ∞. Using hereafter ·(N) for
objects on (G(N), µ(N)) (e.g. denoting by R
(N)
eff (·, ·) the effective resistance on (G(N), µ(N))), we make the
following assumptions, which are standard in the study of sub-Gaussian heat kernel estimates (sub-ghke)
(c.f. [2, 19]).
Assumption 1.1. For some 1 ≤ df <∞, ce, cv <∞, p0 > 0 and all N ≥ 1 we have
(a) Uniform ellipticity: c−1e ≤ µ(N)xy ≤ ce ∀xy ∈ E(G(N)).
(b) p0-condition:
µ
(N)
xy
µ
(N)
x
≥ p0 ∀xy ∈ E(G(N)).
(c) df -set condition: c
−1
v r
df ≤ V (N)(x, r) ≤ cvrdf ∀x ∈ V (G(N)), 1 ≤ r ≤ diam{G(N)} → ∞.
Assumption 1.2 (Uniform Parabolic Harnack Inequality). For some 2 ≤ dw < ∞, CPHI < ∞, cPHI ∈
(0, 1] and all N ≥ 1, whenever u : [0,∞)× V (G(N))→ [0,∞) satisfies
u(t+ 1, x)− u(t, x) = (P (N) − I)u(t, x), ∀t ∈ [0, 4T ], x ∈ B(N)(x0, 2R) , (1.3)
for some x0 ∈ V (G(N)), R ≤ cPHI diam{G(N)} and T ≥ 2R, T ≍ Rdw , one also has that
max
z∈B(N)(x0,R)
s∈[T,2T ]
{u(s, z)} ≤ CPHI min
z∈B(N)(x0,R)
s∈[3T,4T ]
{u(s, z) + u(s+ 1, z)}.
Remark 1.3. Thanks to the p0-condition we have that 1 ≥ degG(N)(x)p0, so the graphs {G(N)} are of
uniformly bounded degrees
sup
N
sup
x∈V (G(N))
{degG(N)(x)} <∞.
Together with the uniform ellipticity, this implies that for some c˜ <∞
c˜−1 ≤ µ(N)x ≤ c˜, ∀N ≥ 1, x ∈ V (G(N)),
and thereby
c˜−1 ♯A ≤ µ(N)(A) ≤ c˜ ♯A, ∀N ≥ 1, A ⊂ V (G(N)) . (1.4)
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To any finite underlying graph G = (V,E) corresponds the wreath product G∗ = Z2 ≀G such that
V (G∗) = ZV2 × V,
E(G∗) = {{(f, x), (g, y)} | f = g and xy ∈ E, or x = y and f(v) = g(v) for v 6= x}
and we adopt throughout the convention of using y = (f, y) for the vertices of Z2 ≀G. The lazy random
walk X˜ on (G,µ) induces the switch-walk-switch lamplighter chain, namely the random walk Y = {Yt =
(ft, X˜t)}t≥0 on Z2 ≀G whose transition probability is
P ∗((f, x), (g, y)) =

1
2 P˜ (x, y) =
1
4 , if x = y and f(v) = g(v) for any v 6= x,
1
4 P˜ (x, y) =
1
8P (x, y), if x 6= y and f(v) = g(v) for any v 6= x, y,
0, otherwise.
One way to describe the moves of the Markov chain Y is as done before: first Y switches the lamp
of the current position, then moves on G according to P˜ , and finally switches the lamp on vertex on
which it landed. We denote by Y (N) = {Y (N)t = (ft, X˜(N)t )}t≥0 the lamplighter chain on weighted
graphs (G(N), µ(N)), using P ∗(·, ·;G) whenever we wish to emphasize its underlying graph. The invariant
(reversible) distribution of each X(N), and its lazy version X˜(N), is clearly
π(N)(x) =
µ
(N)
x
µ(N)(G(N))
, ∀x ∈ V (G(N)) (1.5)
with the corresponding invariant distribution of Y (N) being
π∗(y;G(N)) = 2−♯V (G
(N)) π(N)(y), ∀y = (f, y) ∈ V (Z2 ≀G(N)).
We next state our main result.
Theorem 1.4. Consider lamplighter chains Y (N) whose underlying weighted graphs {(G(N), µ(N))}N≥1
satisfy Assumptions 1.1, 1.2.
(a) If df < dw, then there is no cutoff for the total variation mixing time of Y
(N).
(b) If df > dw, then the total variation mixing time for Y
(N) admits cutoff at aN =
1
2Tcov(G
(N)).
Note that for countable, infinite weighted graph (G,µ), having df < dw (resp. df > dw), corresponds
to a strongly recurrent (resp. transient), random walk X˜ in the sense of [6, Definition 1.2] (see [6,
Theorem 1.3, Proposition 3.5 and Lemma 3.6]). In Section 2 we provide a host of fractal graphs satisfying
Assumptions 1.1 and 1.2, with the Sierpinski gaskets and the two-dimensional Sierpinski carpets as typical
examples of Theorem 1.4(a), while high-dimensional Sierpinski carpets with small holes serve as typical
examples of Theorem 1.4(b).
In Section 3, we adapt to the setting of large finite weighted graphs, certain consequences of Assump-
tions 1.1 and 1.2 which are standard for infinite graphs. In case df < dw, the relevant time scale for the
cover time τcov(G
(N)) is shown there to be
TN := (RN )
dw where RN := diam{G(N)} . (1.6)
Applying in Section 4 results from Section 3 that apply for df < dw, we derive the following uniform
exponential tail decay for τcov(G
(N))/TN , which is of independent interest.
Proposition 1.5. If Assumptions 1.1, 1.2 hold with df < dw, then for some c0 finite and all t, N ,
sup
z∈V (G(N))
{Pz(τcov(G(N)) > t)} ≤ c0e−t/(c0TN ) . (1.7)
Starting with all lamps off, namely at Y0 = x := (0, x), on the event {sup0≤s≤t d(X˜0, X˜s) ≤ 14RN},
all lamps outside B(N)(x, 14RN ) are off at time t. Hence, then ‖P ∗t (x, ·;G(N)) − π∗(·;G(N))‖TV is still
far from 0. Using this observation, we prove in Section 5 the following uniform lower bound on the
lamplighter chain distance from equilibrium at time t ≍ TN .
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Proposition 1.6. If Assumptions 1.1, 1.2 hold, then for some finite c1, N1, any t and N ≥ N1,
max
x∈V (Z2≀G(N))
‖P ∗t (x, ·;G(N))− π∗(·;G(N))‖TV ≥ c−11 e−c1t/TN − c˜ cvR−dfN . (1.8)
In Proposition 5.1 we bound the lhs of (1.8) by maxx Px(τcov(G
(N)) > t) provided t/SN is large (for
SN of (3.10)). Since SN ≍ TN when df < dw, contrasting Propositions 1.5 and 1.6 yields Theorem
1.4(a) (c.f. Remark 5.2 for information about Tmix(ǫ;Z2 ≀G(N))/Tcov(G(N)) and lack of concentration of
τcov(G
(N))/TN).
Propositions 1.6 and 5.1 apply also when dw < df , but in that case τcov(G
(N)) ≥ ♯V (G(N))≫ TN , and
the proof of Theorem 1.4(b), provided in Section 5.2, amounts to verifying the sufficient conditions of [22,
Theorem 1.5] for cutoff at 12Tcov(G
(N)). Indeed, the required uniform Harnack inequality follows from the
uphi of Assumption 1.2, which as we see in Section 2 is more amenable to analytic manipulations than
the Harnack inequality. (Yet, we note that quite recently stability of the (elliptic) Harnack inequalities
is proved in [8].)
2 Cutoff in fractal graphs
We provide here a few examples for which Theorem 1.4 applies, starting with the following.
Figure 1: A sequence of the Sierpinski gasket graphs (G(0), G(1), G(2) respectively).
Example 2.1 (Sierpinski gasket graph in two dimension). Let G(0) denote the equilateral triangle of
side length 1. That is,
V (G(0)) =
{
x0 = (0, 0), x1 = (1, 0), x2 =
(1
2
,
√
3
2
)}
, E(G(0)) = {x0x1, x0x2, x1x2}.
Setting ψi(x) := (x+ xi)/2 for i = 0, 1, 2, we define the graphs {G(N)}N≥1 via
V (G(N+1)) = 2 ·
( 3⋃
i=1
ψi(V (G
(N)))
)
and E(G(N+1)) = 2 ·
( 3⋃
i=1
ψi(E(G
(N)))
)
.
The limit graph G = (V (G), E(G)), where V (G) = ∪N≥0V (G(N)) and E(G) = ∪N≥0E(G(N)), is called
the Sierpinski gasket graph. It is easy to confirm that if Assumption 1.1(a) holds for weight µ(N) on G(N)
then such µ(N) satisfies also Assumption 1.1(b) and Assumption 1.1(c) for df = log 3/ log 2.
We further prove in Section 2.2 the following.
Proposition 2.2. The weighted graphs {(G(N), µ(N))}N≥0 of Example 2.1 further satisfy Assumption
1.2 with dw = log 5/ log 2.
In view of Proposition 2.2 and having df < dw, we deduce from Theorem 1.4(a) that the total variation
mixing time of the lamplighter chains of Example 2.1, admits no cutoff.
Remark 2.3. For d ≥ 3, the d-dimensional Sierpinski gasket graph is similarly defined, and by the
same reasoning the corresponding lamplighter chains admit no mixing cutoff. In fact, one can deduce for
a more general family of nested fractal graphs (see for instance [16, Section 2] for definition), that no
cutoff applies.
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Figure 2: A sequence of the Sierpinski carpet graphs.
Example 2.4 (Sierpinski carpet graph). Fixing integers L ≥ 2 and K ∈ [L,Ld], partition the d-
dimensional unit cube H0 = [0, 1]
d into the collection Q := {∏di=1[ (ki−1)L , kiL ] | 1 ≤ ki ≤ L for all i ∈
{1, 2, . . . , d}} of Ld sub-cubes. Then fixing L-similitudes {ψi, 1 ≤ i ≤ K} of H0 onto mutually distinct
elements of Q, such that ψ1(x) := L
−1x, there exists a unique non-empty compact F ⊂ H0 such that
F =
⋃K
i=1 ψi(F ). We call F the generalized Sierpinski carpet if the following four conditions hold:
(a) (Symmetry) H1 :=
⋃K
i=1 ψi(H0) is preserved by all isometries of H0.
(b) (Connectedness) Int(H1) is connected, and contains a path connecting the hyperplanes {x1 = 0} and
{x1 = 1}.
(c) (Non-diagonality) If Int(H1 ∩ B) is nonempty for some d-dimensional cube B ⊂ H0 which is the
union of 2d distinct elements of Q, then Int(H1 ∩B) is a connected set.
(d) (Borders included) H1 contains the line segment {(x1, 0, . . . , 0) | 0 ≤ x1 ≤ 1}.
For a generalized Sierpinski carpet, let V (0) and E(0) denote the the 2d corners of H0 and d2
d−1 edges
on the boundary of H0 respectively, with
V (G(N)) :=
K⋃
i1,i2,...,iN=1
LNψi1,i2,...,iN (V
(0)), V (G) :=
⋃
N≥1
V (G(N)) .
E(G(N)) :=
K⋃
i1,i2,...,iN=1
LNψi1,i2,...,iN (E
(0)), E(G) :=
⋃
N≥1
E(G(N)) .
Once again, it is easy to check that if Assumption 1.1(a) holds for weight µ(N) on G(N), then such µ(N)
satisfies also Assumptions 1.1(b) and 1.1(c) for df = logK/ logL.
We prove in Section 2.2 the following.
Proposition 2.5. For any generalized Sierpinski carpet, the weighted graphs {(G(N), µ(N))}N≥0 of Ex-
ample 2.4 further satisfy Assumption 1.2 for some finite dw = log(ρK)/ logL.
Whereas directly verifying Assumption 1.2 is often difficult, as shown in Section 2.1, certain conditions
from the research on sub-ghke are equivalent to phi and more robust. Indeed those equivalent conditions
are key to our proof of Propositions 2.2 and 2.5.
In the context of Example 2.4, for carpets with central block of size bd removed (so K = Ld − bd),
for some 1 ≤ b ≤ L − 1, one always have ρ > 1 when d = 2 (see [4, lhs of (5.9)]), hence by Theorem
1.4(a) no cutoff for the corresponding lamplighter chain. In contrast, from [4, rhs of (5.9)] we know that
ρ < 1 for high-dimensional carpets of small central hole (specifically, whenever bd−1 < Ld−1 − L), so by
Theorem 1.4(b) the corresponding lamplighter chains then admit cutoff at aN =
1
2Tcov(G
(N)).
2.1 Stability of heat kernel estimates and parabolic Harnack inequality
We recall here various stability results for Heat Kernel Estimates (hke) and Parabolic Harnack Inequalities
(phi), in case of a countably infinite weighted graph (G,µ). To this end, we assume
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• Uniform ellipticity: c−1e ≤ µxy ≤ ce for some ce <∞ and all xy ∈ E(G),
• p0-condition: µxyµx ≥ p0 for some p0 > 0 and all xy ∈ E(G),
and recall few relevant properties of such (G,µ).
Definition 2.6. Consider the following properties for dw ≥ 2 and df ≥ 1:
• (VD) There exists CD <∞ such that
V (x, 2r) ≤ CDV (x, r) for all x ∈ V (G) and r ≥ 1.
• (V(df )) There exists CV <∞ such that
C−1V r
df ≤ V (x, r) ≤ CVrdf for all x ∈ V (G) and r ≥ 1.
• (CS(dw)) There exist θ > 0, CCS <∞ and for each z0 ∈ V (G), R ≥ 1 there exists a cut-off function
ψ = ψz0,R : V (G)→ R such that:
(a) ψ(x) ≥ 1 when d(x, z0) ≤ R/2, while ψ(x) ≡ 0 when d(x, z0) > R,
(b) |ψ(x)− ψ(y)| ≤ CCS (d(x, y)/R)θ,
(c) for any z ∈ V (G), f : B(z, 2s)→ R and 1 ≤ s ≤ R∑
x∈B(z,s)
f(x)2
∑
y∈V (G)
|ψ(x) − ψ(y)|2µxy
≤ C2CS
( s
R
)2θ( ∑
x,y∈B(z,2s)
|f(x)− f(y)|2µxy + s−dw
∑
y∈B(z,2s)
f(y)2µy
)
.
• (PI(dw)) There exists CPI <∞ such that∑
x∈B(z,R)
(f(x)− f¯B(z,R))2µx ≤ CPIRdw
∑
x,y∈B(z,2R)
(f(x)− f(y))2µxy
for all R ≥ 1, x ∈ V (G) and f : V (G)→ R, where f¯B(z,R) = 1V (z,R)
∑
x∈B(z,R) f(x)µx.
• (HKE(dw)) There exists CHK <∞ such that
pt(x, y) ≤ CHK
V (x, t1/dw )
exp
[
− 1
CHK
(d(x, y)dw
t
)1/(dw−1)]
for all x, y ∈ V (G) and t ≥ 0, whereas
pt(x, y) + pt+1(x, y) ≥ 1
CHKV (x, t1/dw )
exp
[
− CHK
(d(x, y)dw
t
)1/(dw−1)]
for all x, y ∈ V (G) and t ≥ d(x, y).
• (PHI(dw)) There exists CPHI <∞ such that if u : [0,∞)× V (G)→ [0,∞) satisfies
u(t+ 1, x)− u(t, x) = (P − I)u(t, x), ∀ (t, x) ∈ [0, 4T ]×B(x0, 2R)
for some x0 ∈ V (G), T ≥ 2R with T ≍ Rdw , then, for such x0, T, R,
max
z∈B(x0,R)
s∈[T,2T ]
u(s, z) ≤ CPHI min
z∈B(x0,R)
s∈[3T,4T ]
{u(s, z) + u(s+ 1, z)}.
Theorem 2.7 ([5, Theorems 1.2, 1.5]). The following are equivalent for any uniformly elliptic, countably
infinite (G,µ) satisfying the p0-condition:
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(a) (VD), (PI(dw)) and (CS(dw)).
(b) (HKE(dw)).
(c) (PHI(dw)).
Note that in each implication of Theorem 2.7 the resulting values of (CD, CPI, θ, CCS), CHK and CPHI
depend only on p0, ce, dw and the assumed constants. For example, in (PHI(dw))⇒ (HKE(dw)), the
value of CHK depends only on CPHI, p0, ce and dw.
The stability of such equivalence involves the following notion of rough isometry (see [16, Definition.
5.9]).
Definition 2.8. Weighted graphs (G(1), µ(1)) and (G(2), µ(2)) are rough isometric if there exist CQI <∞
and a map T : V (1) → V (2) such that
C−1QI d
(1)(x, y)− CQI ≤ d(2)(T (x), T (y)) ≤ CQI d(1)(x, y) + CQI , ∀x, y ∈ V (1),
d(2)(x′, T (V (1))) ≤ CQI, ∀x′ ∈ V (2),
C−1QI µ
(1)
x ≤ µ(2)T (x) ≤ CQI µ(1)x , ∀x ∈ V (1),
where d(i)(·, ·) and V (i) denote the graph distance and vertex set of G(i), i = 1, 2, respectively. Similarly,
weighted graphs {(G(N), µ(N))}N are uniformly rough isometric to a fixed, weighted graph (G,µ) if each
(G(N), µ(N)) is rough isometric to (G,µ) for some CQI <∞ which does not depend on N .
Recall [16, Lemma 5.10], that rough isometry is an equivalence relation. Further, (VD), (PI(dw)) and
(CS(dw)) are stable under rough isometry. That is,
Theorem 2.9 ([16, Proposition 5.15]). Suppose (G(1), µ(1)) and (G(2), µ(2)) have the p0-condition and
are rough isometric with constant CQI. If (G
(1), µ(1)) satisfies (VD), (PI(dw)), (CS(dw)) with constants
(CD, CPI, θ, CCS), then so does (G
(2), µ(2)) with constants which depend only on (CD, CPI, θ, CCS), dw, p0
and CQI.
Combining Theorems 2.7 and 2.9 we have the following useful corollary.
Corollary 2.10. Suppose uniformly elliptic weighted graphs {(G(N), µ(N))}N satisfy the p0-condition
and are uniformly rough isometric to some countably infinite uniformly elliptic (G,µ) that also has the
p0-condition. If (G,µ) further satisfies (PHI(dw)), then so do {(G(N), µ(N))}N with finite constant C′PHI
which is independent of N .
2.2 Proof of Propositions 2.2 and 2.5
Proof of Proposition 2.2. Recall that for random walks on the Sierpinski gasket, namely µxy ≡ 1 and the
limit graph G of Example 2.1 (or its d-dimensional analog, d ≥ 3), Jones [17, Theorems 17,18] established
(HKE(dw)), which by Theorem 2.7 implies that such (G,µ) must also satisfy (PHI(dw)).
µxy
xy
z
µxzµyz
u
v
w
µuy
µuv
µvw µwz
µvz
µyv
µxy µuy
µuvµyv
µyz
µxz
µvz
µvw µwz
p
q r
s
t w
µpq µpr
µqr
µqs
µqt
µrt µrw
µst µtw
µpq
µpr
µqr
µrt
µrw
µqr
µqs
µst
µtw
Figure 3: The construction of a weighted graph (G(N+1), µ(N+1)) for a given (G(N), µ(N)).
Proceeding to construct for each N ≥ 1 a new weighted graph (G,µ′(N)), recall that G(N+1) consists
of three copies G(N,i) of G(N), with 2Nxi ∈ G(N,i) for i = 0, 1, 2. Note that G(N,0) = G(N) whereas each
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G(N,i), i = 1, 2 is the reflection of G(N,0) across a certain line ℓN,i. Reflecting the weight µ(N,0) := µ(N)
on G(N,0), across ℓN,i yields weights µ(N,i) on G(N,i), i = 1, 2 (see Figure 3). With {µ(N,i), i = 0, 1, 2}
forming a new weight on G(N+1) ⊂ G, we thus set
µ′(N)xy :=
{
µ
(N,i)
xy , if xy ∈ E(G(N+1)),
1, otherwise.
Fixing a solution u(N) : [0,∞)× V (G(N))→ [0,∞) of the heat equation (1.3) on the time-space cylinder
of center y0 ∈ V (G(N)) and size 2R ≤ T ≍ Rdw , R ≤ 14RN , we extend u(N)(t, ·) to the non-negative
function on V (G)
u˜(N)(t, x) :=

u(N)(t, x), if x ∈ V (G(N)),
u(N)(t, x′), if x 6∈ V (G(N)) and x′ are symmetric w.r.t. ℓN,1 or ℓN,2,
0, otherwise.
(2.1)
Having R ≤ 14RN guarantees that BG(y0, 2R) ⊆ G(N+1), hence from our construction of µ′(N) it follows
that u˜(N)(t, x) satisfy the heat equation corresponding to (G,µ′(N)) on the time-space cylinder defined
by (y0, R, T ). Since G has uniformly bounded degrees, the weighted graphs {(G,µ′(N))}N satisfy a p′0-
condition (for some p′0 > 0 independent of N). Further, {(G,µ′(N))}N are uniformly rough isometric to
(G,µ) (thanks to the uniform ellipticity of µ(N)). Hence, by Corollary 2.10, for some C′PHI < ∞, which
does not depend on N , nor on the specific choice of y0, R and T ,
max
t∈[T,2T ]
y∈BG(y0,R)
u˜(N)(t, y) ≤ C′PHI min
t∈[3T,4T ]
y∈BG(y0,R)
{u˜(N)(t, y) + u˜(N)(t+ 1, y)}. (2.2)
Since u˜(N) of (2.1) coincides with u(N) on B(N)(y0, R) ⊆ BG(y0, R), replacing u˜(N) and BG(y0, R) in
(2.2) by u(N) and B(N)(y0, R), respectively, may only decrease its lhs and increase its rhs. That is,
(2.2) applies also for u(N)(·, ·) and B(N)(y0, R). This holds for all N and any of the preceding choices of
y0, R, T , yielding Assumption 1.2, as stated.
Proof of Proposition 2.5. Consider the random walk, namely µxy ≡ 1, on a limiting graph G that cor-
responds to a generalized Sierpinski carpet, as in Example 2.4. Clearly, (G,µ) is uniformly elliptic and
of uniformly bounded degrees (so p0-condition holds as well). Further, such random walk has properties
(V(df )) and (HKE(dw)), with df = logK/ logL ≥ 1 and dw = log(ρK)/ logL (see [3]). In particular,
by Theorem 2.7 (G,µ) satisfies (PHI(dw)). With G
(N+1) consisting of K copies of G(N), we extend the
given weight µ(N) on G(N) to a weight µ′(N) on G. Specifically, the weight on the edges of the reflected
part of G(N), as in Figure 4, is µ
′(N)
e = Keµ
(N)
e′ , where Ke ∈ [1,K] is the number of overlaps of e, and e′
is the edge which moves to e by the reflection (so in Figure 4, we set µ
′,(N)
e = 2µ
(N)
e for each edge e lying
on a reflection axis). Taking µ
′(N)
e ≡ 1 for all other e ∈ E(G), the graphs {(G,µ′(N))}N are uniformly
elliptic, satisfy a p′0-condition (for some p
′
0 > 0 independent of N), and are uniformly rough isometric to
(G,µ). Thus, by Corollary 2.10 the (PHI(dw)) holds for {(G,µ′(N))}N with a constant C′PHI which does
not depend on N . Fixing center y0 ∈ V (G(N)) and size parameters 2R ≤ T ≍ Rdw , R ≤ 14RN , we extend
any given solution u(N) : [0,∞) × V (G(N)) → [0,∞) of the heat equation (1.3) on the corresponding
time-space cylinder, to the non-negative u˜(N) : [0,∞)× V (G)→ [0,∞), symmetrically along reflections,
analogously to (2.1). Since R ≤ 14 diam{G(N)} all edges of BG(y0, 2R) not in G(N) are among those
reflected to G(N), with our construction of µ′(N) guaranteeing that u˜(N)(·, ·) satisfy the heat equation on
the corresponding time-space cylinder of (G,µ′(N)). Thanks to the (PHI(dw)) for {(G,µ′(N))}N , we have
(2.2), and since u˜(N) coincides with u(N) on B(N)(y0, R) ⊆ BG(y0, R), the same applies when replacing
u˜(N) and BG(y0, R) by u
(N) and B(N)(y0, R), respectively. As in our proof of Proposition 2.2, this holds
for all relevant values of N , y0, R and T , thereby establishing Assumption 1.2.
3 Random walk consequences of Assumptions 1.1 and 1.2
We summarize here those consequences of Assumptions 1.1 and 1.2 we need for Theorem 1.4, starting with
sub-ghke, an upper bound on the uniform mixing times and a covering statement which are applicable for
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Figure 4: An example of the reflection
all values of (df , dw). Then, focusing in Section 3.1 on the case df < dw, we control R
(N)
eff (·, ·) and relate
it to TN of (1.6), complemented in Section 3.2 by upper bounds on the Green functions, in case df > dw.
We provide only proof outlines since most of these results, and their proofs, are pretty standard.
Our first result is the uniform sub-ghke one has on {(G(N), µ(N))}N≥1, up to time of order TN .
Proposition 3.1. Under Assumptions 1.1 and 1.2, for any η <∞, there exist cHK = cHK(η) <∞, such
that for all N , any x, y ∈ V (G(N)) and t ≤ ηTN ,
p
(N)
t (x, y) ≤
cHK
tdf/dw
exp
[
− 1
cHK
(d(N)(x, y)dw
t
)1/(dw−1)]
. (3.1)
Further, for all N , any x, y ∈ V (G(N)) and d(N)(x, y) ≤ t ≤ ηTN ,
p
(N)
t (x, y) + p
(N)
t+1(x, y) ≥
1
cHKtdf/dw
exp
[
− cHK
(d(N)(x, y)dw
t
)1/(dw−1)]
. (3.2)
Proof. (Sketch:) This is a finite graph analogue of (PHI(dw))⇒ (HKE(dw)) of Theorem 2.7, which is
standard for a countably infinite weighted graph (see [14, Theorem 3.1, (ii) ⇒ (i)]). Such implication
holds also for metric measure space with a local regular Dirichlet form, as [7, Theorem 3.2 (c′)⇒ (a′′)],
and we sketch below how to adapt the latter proof, specifically [7, Sections 4.3 and 5], to the finite graph
setting. First note that for t ≤ ηTN the derivation of the (near-)diagonal upper-bound (3.1) (without the
exponential term), follows as in the proof of [27, Proposition 7.1]. Setting p
(N,x,R)
t for the heat kernel
of the process killed upon exiting B(N)(x,R), upon adapting the arguments in [7, Section 4.3.4], one
thereby establishes the corresponding (near)-diagonal lower bound, analogous to [7, (4.63)]. Namely,
showing that for some c′PHI ∈ (0, 1) and c′HK = c′HK(η′) finite, any η′ < ∞, all N ≥ 1, x ∈ V (G(N)) and
R ≤ c′PHIRN , if c′HK d(N)(x, y) ≤ t1/dw ≤ η′R, then
p
(N,x,R)
t (x, y) + p
(N,x,R)
t+1 (x, y) ≥
1
c′HKt
df/dw
. (3.3)
Combining (3.3) and the (near-)diagonal upper bound, one then deduces (3.1) as done in [7, Sections 4.3.5-
4.3.6]. Similarly, by adapting the proof of [7, Proposition 5.2(i) and (iii)], the near-diagonal lower bound
(3.3) yields the full lower-bound of (3.2). Since all these arguments involve only η and the constants from
Assumptions 1.1-1.2, we can indeed choose the constant cHK(η) in (3.1)-(3.2) independently of N .
Proposition 3.1 has the following immediate consequence.
Corollary 3.2. Under Assumptions 1.1 and 1.2 there exist R0 and c2 finite, such that for any N ≥ 1,
x ∈ V (G(N)) and R0 ≤ r ≤ RN
Px
(
max
0≤j≤t
d(N)(x,X
(N)
j ) ≤ r
) ≥ c−12 exp(−c2t/rdw) .
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Proof. Using the same arguments as in the proof of [20, Proposition 3.3], from (3.1) and (3.2) we get
the finite graph analogs of [20, Lemma 3.1] and [20, Lemma 3.4], respectively. Combining these bounds
and the Markov property, as done in [20, Lemma 3.5], results with the stated bound for k[rdw ] ≤ t <
(k + 1)[rdw ]. All steps of the proof involve only our universal constants ce, cv, p0, CPHI, cPHI, cHK and
with X
(N)
j confined to certain balls, having our sub-hke restricted to t ≤ ηTN is immaterial here.
Another consequence of (3.1) is the following upper bound on uniform mixing times.
Proposition 3.3. Suppose Assumptions 1.1 and 1.2 hold. Then, for the invariant measures π(N)(·) of
(1.5), some finite c(·), all N ≥ 1 and ǫ > 0,
TUmix(ǫ;G
(N)) := min
{
t ≥ 0
∣∣ max
x,y∈V (G(N))
∣∣∣Px(X˜t = y;G(N))
π(N)(y)
− 1
∣∣∣ ≤ ǫ} ≤ c(ǫ)TN . (3.4)
For the proof of Proposition 3.3, consider the normalized Dirichlet forms of X˜(N) and X(N),
E(N)norm(f, f) := −〈f, (P (N) − I)f〉π(N) ,
E˜(N)norm(f, f) := −〈f, (P˜ (N) − I)f〉π(N) =
1
2
E(N)norm(f, f) .
Let H+0 (S) := {f : V (G(N)) → [0,∞) | f not a constant function, Supp{f} ⊆ S} for S ⊆ V (G(N)) and
define the spectral quantities
λ(N)(S) := inf
{
E(N)norm(f, f)
Varπ
(N)
(f)
∣∣∣∣∣ f ∈ H+0 (S)
}
, λ˜(N)(S) := inf
{
E˜(N)norm(f, f)
Varπ
(N)
(f)
∣∣∣∣∣ f ∈ H+0 (S)
}
=
1
2
λ(N)(S) .
Recall the following upper bound on uniform mixing times in terms of the corresponding spectral profile.
Lemma 3.4 ([12, Corollary 2.1]). For r ≥ π(N)∗ := infx∈V (G(N)){π(N)(x)}, let
Λ˜(N)(r) := inf
{
λ˜(N)(S) |π(N)(S) ≤ r
}
.
Then, for any ǫ > 0 and all N ,
TUmix(ǫ;G
(N)) ≤
∫ 4/ǫ
4π
(N)
∗
4 dr
rΛ˜(N)(r)
. (3.5)
Our next lemma controls the spectral profiles on the rhs of (3.5) en-route to Proposition 3.3.
Lemma 3.5 (Faber-Krahn inequality). For any N and S ⊆ V (G(N)) let
λ
(N)
1 (S) := inf
{ E(N)(f, f)
‖f‖L2(µ(N))
∣∣∣ f ∈ H0(S)} , (3.6)
where H0(S) := {f : V (G(N)) → R | Supp{f} ⊆ S}. If Assumptions 1.1 and 1.2 hold, then for some
cFK > 0 and all N ,
λ
(N)
1 (S) ≥ cFK µ(N)(S)−dw/df ∀S ⊆ V (G(N)) . (3.7)
Proof. (Sketch) For countably infinite (G,µ) satisfying the p0-condition, such Faber-Krahn inequality is
a standard consequence of (V(df )) and the on-diagonal (HKE(dw)) upper bound. Indeed, its proof in
[9, Theorem 5.4], while written for dw = 2, is easily adapted to any dw > 0, upon suitably adjusting
various exponents (e.g. taking ν = dw/df and r = t
1/dw , c.f. the discussion in [13, Proposition 5.1]). To
get (3.7) one instead relies on (3.1) at y = x, and on Assumption 1.1, noting that all steps of the proof
involve only the universal df , dw, p0, ce, cv and cHK. Further, following the proof of [9, Theorem 5.4] it
now suffices to take only r ≤ RN , hence t ≤ η TN for some fixed η <∞.
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Proof of Proposition 3.3. Recall that µ(N)(S) = π(N)(S)µ(N)(V (G(N))). By (3.6) we further have that
λ(N)(S) ≥ λ(N)1 (S) for any choice of S and N , hence Lemma 3.5 results with
Λ˜(N)(r) ≥ cFK
2
[
r µ(N)(V (G(N)))
]−dw/df
. (3.8)
By the assumed df -set condition, µ
(N)(V (G(N))) ≤ cv diam{G(N)}df . Thus, combining (3.5) and (3.8)
yields the bound
TUmix(ǫ;G
(N)) ≤ 8
cFK
df
dw
(4 cv
ǫ
)dw/df
TN ,
as claimed.
We conclude with a very useful covering property.
Proposition 3.6. Assumption 1.1 implies that for any η ∈ (0, 1], there exist L = L(η, df , c˜ cv) <∞ such
that each G(N) can be covered by L balls {B(N)(xi, η RN )}Li=1 of V (G(N)).
Proof. Covering V (G(N)) by a single ball of radius RN , thanks to (1.4) and the assumed df -set con-
dition ♯V (G(N)) ≤ c˜ cv(RN )df . Further, G(N) can be covered by L balls B(N)(xi, ηRN ) such that
{B(N)(xi, ηRN/2)} are disjoint (e.g. [2, Lemma 6.2(a)]). Consequently, L(c˜ cv)−1(ηRN/2)df ≤ ♯V (G(N))
and we conclude that L ≤ (c˜ cv)2(2/η)df for all N , as claimed.
3.1 Strongly recurrent case: df < dw
A consequence of Assumptions 1.1, 1.2 for df < dw is the following relation between the resistance metric
and the graph distance.
Proposition 3.7. Suppose Assumptions 1.1, 1.2 and df < dw. Then, for some cR finite, all N ≥ 1 and
any x, y ∈ V (G(N)),
c−1R d
(N)(x, y)dw−df ≤ R(N)eff (x, y) ≤ cR d(N)(x, y)dw−df . (3.9)
Proof. (Sketch:) For a single infinite weighted graph this is a well known consequence of (HKE(dw)), see
for example [6, Theorem 1.3]. In our setting, the upper bound on R
(N)
eff is derived from Proposition 3.1 by
going via (PI(dw)), as done in the proof of [6, Lemma 2.3(ii), Proposition 4.2(1)]. The corresponding lower
bound in (3.9) is proved as in [6, Proposition 4.2(2)], by showing instead the property (SRL(dw)) (see
remark at [6, bottom of Pg. 1650]). As in Proposition 3.1, all steps use only constants from Assumptions
1.1–1.2 and require our sub-hke only at t ≤ η0TN . Hence, we end with finite cR which is independent of
N .
The following corollary of Proposition 3.7 is immediate.
Corollary 3.8. Suppose Assumptions 1.1 and 1.2 hold for some df < dw and let
r(G(N)) := max
x,y∈V (G(N))
{R(N)eff (x, y)}, SN := µ(N)(V (G(N)))r(G(N)). (3.10)
Then, for some finite c⋆
c−1⋆ TN ≤ SN ≤ c⋆TN , ∀N ≥ 1 .
Proof. By our df -set condition µ
(N)(G(N)) ≍ (RN )df , whereas r(G(N)) ≍ (RN )dw−df , thanks to Propo-
sition 3.7. With TN := (RN )
dw we are thus done.
3.2 Transient case: df > dw
When df > dw, Proposition 3.3 and (3.1) yield the following decay rate of the Green functions.
Proposition 3.9. Suppose Assumptions 1.1, 1.2 and df > dw. Then, for some cg(·) finite, any ǫ > 0
and finite N ,
g˜(N)(x, y) :=
TUmix(ǫ;G
(N))∑
t=0
p˜
(N)
t (x, y) ≤ cg(ǫ) d(N)(x, y)dw−df , ∀y 6= x ∈ V (G(N)) . (3.11)
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Proof. Clearly p˜
(N)
t (x, y) =
∑
s qt(s)p
(N)
s (x, y) with qt(s) the probability that a Binomial(t, 1/2) equals
s. Consequently, g˜(N)(x, y) ≤ 2g(N)(x, y) (since∑t qt(s) = 2). We further replace TUmix(ǫ;G(N)) in (3.11)
by ηTN , for η := c(ǫ) of Proposition 3.3. Hence, from (3.1) for some cHK = cHK(η), all N and x 6= y,
g˜(N)(x, y) ≤ 2cHK
∞∑
t=1
t−df/dw exp
[
− c−1HK
(d(N)(x, y)dw
t
)1/(dw−1)]
.
Since df/dw > 1, the series on the rhs converges (even when d
(N)(x, y) = 0), and it is easy to further
bound it by c′g d
(N)(x, y)dw−df for some c′g = c
′
g(cHK) finite, as we claim in (3.11).
4 Cover time: Proof of Proposition 1.5
We recall SN , r(G
(N)) of (3.10) and use the following notations for x, y ∈ V (G(N)), r ∈ [0, 1],
R̂
(N)
eff (x, y) :=
R
(N)
eff (x, y)
r(G(N))
∈ [0, 1], B(N)R (x, r) := {y ∈ V (G(N)) | R̂(N)eff (x, y) ≤ r} .
We show in Lemma 4.1 that for some ǫ′ > 0, with positive probability, during its first SN steps, a random
walk on G(N) makes at least ǫ′ r(G(N)) visits to the starting point. Combining this with the modulus of
continuity of the relevant local times (of Lemma 4.2), we show in Proposition 4.3 and Corollary 4.4 that
for some κ > 0, with positive probability, by time 4SN a (small) ball B
(N)
R (x, κ) is covered by the random
walk trajectory. In view of Propositions 3.6 and 3.7, if in addition df < dw, then for some L = L(κ, cR)
finite and all N , the set V (G(N)) is covered by some {B(N)R (zi, κ)}Li=1. Proposition 1.5 then follows by
using this fact, the Markov property and having SN ≍ TN (see Corollary 3.8).
We now implement the details of the preceding proof strategy.
Lemma 4.1. Under Assumptions 1.1 and 1.2, there exists ǫ > 0 such that
max
N≥1
max
x∈V (G(N))
Px
(
L̂
(N)
SN
(x) ≤ 2ǫ
)
≤ 1
8
, L̂
(N)
t (x) :=
1
r(G(N))µ
(N)
x
t−1∑
s=0
1x(X
(N)
s ) . (4.1)
Proof. Recall that the successive times in which the walk X
(N)
t re-visits x = X
(N)
0 , form a partial sum,
whose i.i.d. N-valued increments {η(N)x (i)}i≥1 have mean
Ex
[
η(N)x
]
=
1
π(N)(x)
=
µ(N)(G(N))
µ
(N)
x
.
Setting m
(N)
x := [2ǫ µ
(N)
x r(G(N))] we thus have by Markov’s inequality that
Px
(
L̂
(N)
SN
(x) ≤ 2ǫ
)
= Px
(m(N)x∑
i=1
η(N)x (i) ≥ SN
)
≤ m
(N)
x
SN
Ex
[
η(N)x
] ≤ 2ǫ ,
yielding (4.1) when ǫ ≤ 2−4.
With our graphs having uniform volume growth, [10, Theorem 1.4] applies here, giving the following
modulus of continuity result.
Lemma 4.2. Suppose Assumptions 1.1 and 1.2. Then, for ϕ(κ) :=
√
κ(1 + | log κ|) we have that
∆(λ) := sup
κ∈(0,1],N≥1
sup
z∈V (G(N))
Pz
(
max
t≤SN
max
x,y∈V (G(N))
R̂
(N)
eff (x,y)≤κ
|L̂(N)t (x) − L̂(N)t (y)| ≥ λϕ(κ)
)
→ 0 , as λ→∞ .
Combining Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 yields the following uniform lower bound on the minimum over y ∈
B
(N)
R (x, κ), of the normalized local time at y during the first 4SN moves of the random walker.
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Proposition 4.3. Under Assumptions 1.1 and 1.2, for some positive ǫ, κ
inf
N≥1
inf
x,z∈V (G(N))
Pz
(
min
y∈B
(N)
R
(x,κ)
{L̂(N)4SN (y)} ≥ ǫ
)
≥ 1
2
. (4.2)
Proof. Step 1. Taking ǫ > 0 as in Lemma 4.1, we first show that for some κ > 0,
inf
N≥1
inf
x∈V (G(N))
Px
(
min
y∈B
(N)
R
(x,κ)
{
L̂
(N)
SN
(y)
}
≥ ǫ
)
≥ 3
4
.
To this end considering Lemma 4.2 for λ <∞ such that ∆(λ) < 2−3 and κ > 0 such that λϕ(κ) ≤ ǫ, we
obtain that, for all N and any z ∈ V (G(N)),
Pz
(
max
x,y∈B
(N)
R
(x,κ)
{
|L̂(N)SN (x)− L̂
(N)
SN
(y)|
}
≥ ǫ
)
≤ 1
8
.
Consequently, by Lemma 4.1,
7
8
≤ Px
(
L̂
(N)
SN
(x) ≥ 2ǫ
)
≤ 1
8
+ Px
(
L̂
(N)
SN
(x) ≥ 2ǫ, max
y∈B
(N)
R
(x,κ)
{
|L̂(N)SN (x) − L̂
(N)
SN
(y)|
}
≤ ǫ
)
≤ 1
8
+ Px
(
min
y∈B
(N)
R
(x,κ)
{
L̂
(N)
SN
(y)
}
≥ ǫ
)
,
thereby completing Step 1.
Step 2. Turning to prove (4.2) when z 6= x, let τ (N)x := inf{t ≥ 0 | X(N)t = x} denote the first hitting
time of x ∈ V (G(N)) by the random walk. Recall the commute time identity (see [21, Proposition 10.6]),
that for any N and x 6= z in V (G(N)),
Ex
[
τ (N)z
]
+ Ez
[
τ (N)x
]
= R
(N)
eff (z, x)µ
(N)(G(N)) . (4.3)
Hence,
Pz
(
τ (N)x ≥ 3SN
)
≤ 1
3SN
Ez
[
τ (N)x
] ≤ 1
3
(4.4)
so by the strong Markov property at τ
(N)
x , we see that for any z ∈ V (G(N)),
Pz
(
min
y∈B
(N)
R
(x,κ)
{L̂(N)4SN (y)} ≥ ǫ
)
≥
3SN∑
t=0
Pz
(
min
y∈B
(N)
R
(x,κ)
{L̂(N)4SN (y)− L̂
(N)
t (y)} ≥ ǫ , τ (N)x = t
)
=
3SN∑
t=0
Pz
(
τ (N)x = t)Px
(
min
y∈B
(N)
R
(x,κ)
{
L̂
(N)
4SN−t
(y)
}
≥ ǫ
)
≥ Pz
(
τ (N)x ≤ 3SN
)
Px
(
min
y∈B
(N)
R
(x,κ)
{
L̂
(N)
SN
(y)
}
≥ ǫ
)
≥ 1
2
,
by combining Step 1 and (4.4).
Denoting the range of the randomwalk by Range
(N)
t := {X(N)0 , X(N)1 , . . . , X(N)t−1}, we have the following
consequence of Proposition 4.3.
Corollary 4.4. If Assumptions 1.1 and 1.2 hold, then for some κ > 0 and any t,
sup
N≥1
sup
x,z∈V (G(N))
Pz
(
Range
(N)
t 6⊇ B(N)R (x, κ)
)
≤ 21−t/(4SN ) .
Proof. Taking κ > 0 as in Proposition 4.3, we have that for all N and x, z ∈ V (G(N)),
Pz
(
Range
(N)
4SN
⊇ B(N)R (x, κ)
)
≥ 1
2
.
Applying the Markov property at times {4iSN} for i = 1, . . . , k − 1, it follows that
Pz
(
Range
(N)
4kSN
6⊇ B(N)R (x, κ)
)
≤ 2−k
and we are done, since t 7→ Range(N)t is non-decreasing.
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Proof of Proposition 1.5. From Proposition 3.7, if c2R η
dw−df ≤ κ, then for any N and x ∈ V (G(N)),
B(N)(x, η RN ) ⊆ B(N)R (x, κ) .
Setting such η = η(cR, κ) > 0 we deduce from Proposition 3.6 that for any κ > 0 there exist L = L(κ)
finite and x1, . . . , xL ∈ V (G(N)), such that for all N ,
V (G(N)) =
L⋃
i=1
B
(N)
R (xi, κ) .
We embed the walk X
(N)
s within the sample path s 7→ X˜(N)s of its lazy counterpart, such that the number
of steps Mt made by the lazy walk during the first t steps of {X(N)s } is the sum of t i.i.d. Geometric(1/2)
variables, which are further independent of {X(N)s }. Since the range of the lazy random walk at time Mt
is then Range
(N)
t , we have for any t, N and z ∈ V (G(N))
Pz
(
τcov(G
(N)) > 3t
)
≤ P (Mt > 3t) +
L∑
i=1
Pz
(
Range
(N)
t 6⊇ B(N)R (xi, κ)
)
.
By Cramer-Chernoff bound, the first term on the rhs is at most θt for some θ < 1. With L = L(κ)
independent of N , z, and SN ≤ c⋆TN (see Corollary 3.8), we thus reach (1.7) upon choosing κ > 0 as in
Corollary 4.4 and c0 ≥ 2L(κ) + 1 such that e−3/c0 ≥ max(θ, 2−1/(4c⋆)).
5 Lamplighter mixing: Theorem 1.4 and Proposition 1.6
Proof of Proposition 1.6. wlog we may and do assume that x0 = (0, x0) for some x0 ∈ V (G(N)). Let
A∗N :=
{
(f, x) ∈ V (Z2 ≀G(N))
∣∣ ∃y ∈ V (G(N)) such that f(b) ≡ 0, ∀b ∈ B(N)(y, rN )} ,
where taking rN := ⌈(2df c˜ cv log2RN )1/df ⌉ we have thanks to (1.4) and the df -set condition, that
♯B(N)(y, rN ) ≥ c˜−1V (N)(y, rN ) ≥ (c˜ cv)−1(rN )df ≥ 2df log2RN .
By the same reasoning ♯V (G(N)) ≤ c˜ cv(RN )df , so for the invariant distribution π∗(·;G(N)) of the lamp-
lighter chain Y (N) on Z2 ≀G(N)
π∗(A∗N ;G
(N)) ≤
∑
y∈V (G(N))
2−♯B
(N)(y,rN) ≤ c˜ cv(RN )−df . (5.1)
Part of our df -set condition is having RN →∞, so there exists N1 finite such that R0 ≤ rN ≤ 14RN for
R0 of Corollary 3.2 and any N ≥ N1. Since maxy{d(N)(x0, y)} ≥ 12RN for any x0 ∈ V (G(N)), whenever
N ≥ N1 the event
Γ˜
(N)
t :=
{
max
0≤s≤t
d(X˜
(N)
0 , X˜
(N)
s ) ≤
1
4
RN
}
implies that {Y (N)t ∈ A∗N}. Consequently, for any such N we have by (5.1) that
max
x∈V (Z2≀G(N))
‖P ∗t (x, ·;G(N))− π∗(·;G(N))‖TV ≥ P ∗x0(Y
(N)
t ∈ A∗N ;G(N))− π∗(A∗N ;G(N))
≥ Px0(Γ˜(N)t ;G(N))− c˜ cv(RN )−df . (5.2)
Let c1 := 4
dwc2 for c2 <∞ of Corollary 3.2. Then, by Corollary 3.2 at r = 14RN , we have for all N ≥ N1
Px0
(
Γ˜
(N)
t ;G
(N)
) ≥ Px( max
0≤s≤t
d(N)(X
(N)
0 , X
(N)
s ) ≤
1
4
RN
)
≥ c−11 e−c1t/TN ,
which together with (5.2) completes the proof.
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As shown next, at t≫ SN the lazy walk is near equilibrium (in total variation), and the total variation
distance of P ∗t (x, ·;G(N)) from its equilibrium law is then controlled by the tail probabilities of τcov(G(N)).
Proposition 5.1. For any t, weighted graphs (G(N), µ(N)) and x ∈ V (Z2 ≀G(N)),
‖P ∗t (x, ·;G(N))− π∗(·;G(N))‖TV ≤ Px(τcov(G(N)) > t) + ‖P˜t(x, ·;G(N))− π(·;G(N))‖TV
≤ Px(τcov(G(N)) > t) +
√
SN
2
√
t
. (5.3)
Proof. Using the uniform (invariant) distribution of lamp configurations at t ≥ τcov(G(N)), yields
‖P ∗t (x, ·;G(N))− π∗(·;G(N))‖TV ≤
∑
y∈V (Z2≀G(N))
P ∗
x
(Y
(N)
t = y, τcov(G
(N)) > t)
+
∑
y∈V (Z2≀G(N))
[P ∗
x
(Y
(N)
t = y, t ≥ τcov(G(N)))− π∗(y;G(N))]+
≤ Px(τcov(G(N)) > t) +
∑
y∈V (G(N))
[Px(X˜
(N)
t = y)− π(N)(y)]+ .
Applying the definition of total variation distance for X˜ = {X˜t}t≥0 yields the first inequality in (5.3).
Next, let τ˜
(N)
x := min{t ≥ 0 | X˜(N)t = x}. By the embedding of X(N) within X˜(N) (as in the proof of
Proposition 1.5), and the commute time identity (see (4.3)), we have that for all N and x, z ∈ V (G(N))
Ez
[
τ˜ (N)x
]
= 2Ez
[
τ (N)x
] ≤ 2SN . (5.4)
While proving [23, Lemma 4.1], it shown that for all N , t and x ∈ V (G(N)),(
‖P˜t(x, ·;G(N))− π(·;G(N))‖TV
)2
≤ 1
8t
max
z∈V (G(N))
{
Ez [τ˜
(N)
x ]
}
(5.5)
and we get the second inequality in (5.3) by combining (5.4) and (5.5).
5.1 The strongly recurrent case: df < dw
For df < dw we get Theorem 1.4(a) by combining the lower bounds of Proposition 1.6 with the upper
bounds of Propositions 1.5 and 5.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.4(a). Since RN →∞, we deduce from Proposition 1.6 that for any ǫ ∈ (0, 1),
lim inf
N→∞
{Tmix(ǫ;Z2 ≀G(N))
TN
}
≥ −c−11 log(c1ǫ) . (5.6)
In contrast, with SN ≤ c⋆TN and γ = γ(ǫ) denoting the unique solution of
ǫ = c0e
−γ/c0 +
√
c⋆
2
√
γ
,
we get from Propositions 1.5 and 5.1 that
lim sup
N→∞
{Tmix(ǫ;Z2 ≀G(N))
TN
}
≤ γ(ǫ) . (5.7)
The rhs of (5.6) blows up as ǫ → 0, while the rhs of (5.7) is uniformly bounded above for ǫ ∈ [ 12 , 1].
Hence, there can be no cutoff for these lamplighter chains.
Remark 5.2. In view of Proposition 1.5, here Tmix(ǫ;Z2 ≀ G(N))/Tcov(G(N)) ≫ 1 for small ǫ. From
Section 4 we also learn that, when df < dw, the lamplighter chains have no mixing cutoff mainly because
the laws of τcov(G
(N))/Tcov(G
(N)) do not concentrate as N →∞ (unlike the transient case of df > dw).
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5.2 The transient case: df > dw
As mentioned before, in case df > dw, we establish the cutoff for total-variation mixing time of the lamp-
lighter chains by verifying that our weighted graphs {(G(N), µ(N))}N≥1 satisfy the sufficient conditions
from [22, Theorem 1.5]. To this end, recall the uniform mixing times TUmix(G
(N)) and Green functions
g˜(N)(·, ·) that correspond to ǫ = 14 in (3.4) and (3.11), respectively. In [22], uniformly elliptic, finite
weighted graphs {(G(N), µ(N))}N≥1 are called uniformly locally transient if for all N ,
g(x,A;G(N)) :=
∑
y∈A
g˜(N)(x, y) ≤ ρ(d(N)(x,A), diam{A}) , ∀x ∈ V (G(N)), A ⊆ V (G(N)) ,
where ρ : R+ × R+ → R+ is such that ρ(r, s) ↓ 0 as r →∞, for each fixed s. Further setting
∆¯(G) := max
x∈V
{µx}, ∆(G) := min
x∈V
{µx}, ∆(G) := ∆¯(G)
∆(G)
,
the following two assumptions are made in [22].
Assumption 5.3 (Transience). The finite weighted graphs {(G(N), µ(N))}N≥1 are such that for any
fixed r <∞, as N →∞,
(a) µ(N)(G(N))→∞.
(b) supN{∆(G(N))} <∞.
(c) supx{logV (N)(x, r)} = o(log µ(N)(G(N))).
(d) TUmix(G
(N))(∆¯(G(N)))r = o(µ(N)(G(N))).
Assumption 5.4 (Uniform Harnack inequalities). For some C(α) < ∞ and all N, r ≥ 1, α > 1,
x ∈ V (G(N)), if h(·) is a positive µ(N)-harmonic on B(N)(x, αr), then
max
y∈B(N)(x,r)
{h(y)} ≤ C(α) min
y∈B(N)(x,r)
{h(y)} .
We next prove Theorem 1.4(b) by relying on the following restatement of [22, Theorem 1.5].
Theorem 5.5. If uniformly locally transient {(G(N), µ(N))}N≥1 satisfy Assumptions 5.3 and 5.4, then
the lamplighter chains {Y (N)}N≥1 have cutoff at the threshold 12Tcov(G(N)).
Remark 5.6. The derivation of [22, Theorem 1.5] is limited to lazy srw on graphs G(N), namely with
µxy ≡ 1 for all xy ∈ E(G). However, up to the obvious modifications we made in Assumptions 5.3 and
5.4, the same argument applies for uniformly elliptic weighted graphs, as re-stated in Theorem 5.5.
Proof of Theorem 1.4(b). Thanks to Proposition 3.9 and (1.4) we confirm that (G(N), µ(N)) are uniformly
locally transient for ρ(r, s) = cg c˜ cvr
dw−df sdf . Having µ(N)(G(N)) ≥ c−1v (RN )df → ∞ and G(N) of
uniformly bounded degrees (see Remark 1.3), conditions (a)-(c) of Assumption 5.3 also hold here. Further,
with dw < df , the bound T
U
mix(G
(N)) ≤ c(RN )dw of Proposition 3.3 yields Assumption 5.3(d). Considering
Assumption 1.2 for u(t, ·) = h(·) results with the lazy version P˜ (N) satisfying the uniform Harnack
inequality of Assumption 5.4 for any α > max(2, 1/cPHI). By our p0-condition this is equivalent to the
full Assumption 5.4 (see [28, Proposition 3.5]), and we complete the proof by applying Theorem 5.5.
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